
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                

 RAMAIAH       HOSTELS (ENGG)  

   Inst i tute of  Technology        MSRIT Post, Bangalore-54 

________________________________________________________________            
                                       

To, 

The Warden, 

M. S. Ramaiah Hostels (Engg), 

Bangalore – 560054. 
 

UNDERTAKING 
 

I ………………………………..…………………………………………Father/Mother/Guardian of 

………………………………………………………………………who is admitted to First year for 

the branch of………………………………in RIT, having read with all the rules and regulations as 

stipulated under the M. S. Ramaiah Hostels (Engg) Manual of Rules and Regulations, hereby agree 

to seek accommodation of my son’s stay in the Hostel for his studies and I undertake myself that, 

my ward shall not indulge during his studies and stay in the Hostel in: 

 Any kind of indisciplinary acts and ragging of the students. 
 

 Directly or indirectly supporting or participating in strike, mass protest or any other unlawful 

activities which amounts to indiscipline. 
 

 Gambling / consumption of alcohol, smoking and use of any other psychotropic drugs and 

substances. 

 

 Causing acts of nuisance value in as much as unruly behavior in terms of screening of 
objectionable movies, videos/stills, internet gaming/networking gambling, personal abuse etc. 

 

 Disturbing the congenial atmosphere in the Hostel / College premises under the guise of 
festivals and celebrations such as bursting of crackers, playing with colours during Diwali & 

Holi, Birthdays/New Year, playing of musical instruments, playing any sort of games etc. 

 

 Any commercial trade with fellow inmates through Network Marketing, Commission trade, 

counterfeit offers etc. 

 

 Possession of electrical appliances such as iron box, water heater coils, toasters, coffee/tea kettle 
etc. 

 

 Possession of harmful items such as knife, dagger rods, hockey sticks, choppers, tongs etc. 
 

 Outside activities which may pose life threats such as water sports, swimming in unprotected 

water bodies, bungee jumping, trekking, motor sports etc., for which the M. S. Ramaiah Hostels 

(Engg.), RIT, GEF Institutions shall not be responsible and accountable. 

 

 To defame or lower, within the community, by action or word the reputation of M. S. Ramaiah 
Hostels (Engg.), RIT, GEF Institutions. 

 



 

 

Further, the subject matter has been explicitly discussed with my ward and made it amply clear that, 

in the event of any deviation and/or violation of the same, he shall be liable for severe punishment 

as deemed fit by the Competent Authority including expelling from the hostel as well as forfeiting 

of the entire hostel deposits / fee.   

Besides, my ward hereby agrees to abide by all rules and regulations of the M. S. Ramaiah Hostels 

(Engg.) and with any modifications made from time to time.  

The Competent Authority shall have the rights to initiate any such action in order to protect the 

interest of the M. S. Ramaiah Hostels (Engg.), RIT, GEF without assigning any reason and same 

will be informed to the parent/guardian at the earliest for their information. 

Outside food items are strictly not allowed.  Mutual Room exchange will not be entertained 

and if found without informing the hostel authority, those will be expelled from the hostel, 

forfeiting the hostel fee. 

Entering the hostel after 10.30 PM is strictly not allowed. 

Notwithstanding the above, I hereby undertake without demur that, in the event of any 

violation from the ward, the decision of the Competent Authority shall be final and same is 

binding on us. 

 

Date:                              

 

Signature of Student                      Signature of Parent                  Signature of Local Guardian 

            

           

 

 

************** 

 

 

 


